Emendations to
Thom Gunn: A Bibliography [Vol. I], 1940–1978
A2 d. Note: [addition to note [2]] T.G.’s name has been misspelled “Tom
Gunn” on both the wrapper and the title page.
A2 f. Second American edition:

Fighting Terms: A Selection. Berkeley, Calif.: Bancroft Library Press
[University of California], 1983. Sewn into wrappers. 25 copies published in
June 1983. None was for sale.
Contents: Untitled prose introduction by T.G.—Carnal Knowledge—The Wound—Wind in the Street—Lazarus
Not Raised—Round and Round—Helen’s Rape—
Contemplative and Active—The Secret Sharer—
Tamer and Hawk—The Right Posessor.

Note: The texts of these poems are the same as those in the first English
edition (A2 a) except for the corrections of two typographical errors.

Note: This book was printed by a class under the supervision of Wesley B.
Tanner in the Bancroft Library Press Room.
A3 b. Note: A copy of gathered and sewn signatures with the end papers
attached has been examined. The trimmed size of the sheets is exactly the
same size as those in the hard cover issue without the boards. These signatures are enclosed by a dust jacket exactly the same as on the one enclosing the hard cover issue except that it is 225 mm. in height as opposed to
222 mm. The extra paper is at the bottom. In all likelihood this represents
a production state of the book; there is not evidence to suggest that it was
used as an advance review copy.
d. Second English paperback edition:

The Sense of Movement. London: Faber and Faber Limited, 2001. Paperback was issued without dust jacket. On the copyright page it is stated
“Reset 2001. Printed in Italy.”
A7 b. Note: Copies of this printing, bound in grayish yellow (90) cloth and
pale yellow (89) cloth have been identified. The lettering on the spine is
black. On the verso of the title page [4] of copies with this binding is stated: The University of Chicago Press, Chicago 60637 ; Faber and Faber Limited,
London, W.C. 1, England | Verses © by Thom Gunn 1966 | Photographs © by
Ander Gunn 1966 | Printed in the United States of America

Note: The photographs on pages [25] and [27] are reversed. There is no price
printed on the front flap of the dust jacket. The publisher could not assist
with information about these American-printed books.
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A10 a. A copy has been seen. The description is accurate. The page size is
258 x 189 mm. Copy is signed and dated “San Francisco 7 Jan. ’67” on the
colophon page.
A15 d. First English edition, paperback issue:

Moly. London: Faber and Faber, 1987. Paperback here issued without dust
jacket. 2,500 copies published on May 4, 1987, at £4.95. On the copyright
page it is stated “This paperback edition first published in 1987”.
Contents: Same as A15a.

Note: In this edition, as in previous English editions (corrected in the
American editions), the word “brown” is omitted from line eight of THE
FAIR IN THE WOODS, page 26. The line should read “His brown horse
glossy and obedient.”
A22 b. Note: There was an unknown number of hors commerce copies issued. These copies state “hors commerce” in manuscript letters in red ink
on the colophon page. There was also an unknown number of out-ofseries copies issued. The copy seen has “out of series/iii” in manuscript in
red ink under the limitation statement on the colophon page and is signed
below by the author in blue ink.
A23 a. The first paragraph of the second Note should read: “There were
about 20 copies of the complete sheets with the Janus Press imprint which
were sewn into dark greenish yellow (103) laid paper wrappers and were
divided between The Janus Press and The Gruffyground Press. The copies
retained by The Janus Press have only the signature of the author on the
colophon page whereas those given to the Gruffyground Press have signatures of both the author and the artist on the colophon page. These copies
were not for sale.”
A24 e. Second English edition:

Jack Straw’s Castle. London: The Faber Library, Faber and Faber, 1994.
Hardcover issued with a dust jacket. 2,000 copies published on December
1, 1997, at £10.99 On the copyright page is stated “First published in 1976.”
Contents: Same as A24a.
Note: there is no A26
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Thom Gunn: A Bibliography, Vol. II, 1979–2012
A27

Bally Power Play

1979

A28

Games of Chance

1979

A29

Selected Poems: 1950–1975

1979

a. First edition:
Bally Power Play. Illustrated by Mary Harman. Toronto, Canada: The
Massey Press, 1979. Unbound pamphlet. 90 copies published in February
1979. 20 copies (lettered A–T) were printed on four sheets of paper, 370 x
240 mm., the text of the poem was printed on two sheets of hand-made paper, the title page (with illustration) and colophon page (with illustration)
were each printed on a Japanese paperstock (laid into a light blue, handmade paper wrapper produced at the Papersmith Mill, Cambridge, Ont.),
signed by the author at $45.00; 35 copies (numbered 1–35) were printed on
four sheets of paper, 382 x 240 mm., the text of the poem was printed on
two sheets of laid paper, the title and colophon pages were as in the lettered copies (laid into a gray, cover weight wrapper), signed by the author
at $25.00; 35 copies (numbered 36–70) were printed on two sheets of laid
paperstock (identical to copies number 1–35) (laid into a gray cover weight
wrapper with the title and illustration printed on the front cover and the
colophon, with illustration, printed on the inside of the back cover) unsigned, at $10.00.
Contents: Bally Power Play.
Note: This was published as a benefit for the Body Politic Defence Fund.

a. First edition:
Games Of Chance. With an etching by John Thein. Omaha, Neb.: Abattoir Editions, 1979. Hardcover issued without dust jacket. 220 copies published in spring 1979, at $10.00.
Contents: Bally Power Play—Elegy—New York—Adultery—The Conversation—Expression—Selves—As
Expected—A Waking Dream—The Exercise—Hide
and Seek.

a. First edition, hardcover issue:
Selected Poems: 1950–1975. London: Faber and Faber, 1979. Hardcover issued with dust jacket. 2000 copies published on October 22, 1979, at £4.50.
On the copyright page it is stated “First published in Great Britain in 1979.”
Contents: The Wound—Wind in the Street—Round
and Round—Lazarus Not Raised—Looking Glass—
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Tamer and Hawk—The Beach Head—On the
Move—The Unsettled Motorcyclist’s Vision of
His Death—First Meeting with a Possible Mother-in-Law—High Fidelity—Autumn Chapter in a
Novel—The Silver Age—At the Back of the North
Wind—In Praise of Cities—Jesus and His Mother—
To Yvor Winters, 1955—The Corridor—Vox Humana—In Santa Maria del Popolo—From the Highest Camp—Innocence—A Map of the City—The
Byrnies—Considering the Snail—“Blackie, the
Electric Rembrandt”—The Feel of Hands—Rastignac at 45—My Sad Captains—Misanthropos—
The Goddess—No Speech from the Scaffold—
Taylor Street—Touch—Confessions of the Life
Artist—In the Tank—Pierce Street—Rites of Passage—Moly—For Signs—Three—Words—From the
Wave—The Garden of the Gods—Flooded Meadows—The Messenger—The Discovery of the Pacific—Sunlight—The Bed—The Night Piece—The
Corporal—Sparrow—The Ou tdoor Concert—
Bringing to Light—Autobiography—The Idea of
Trust—Yoko—The Cherry Tree.
b. First edition, paperback issue:
Selected Poems: 1950–1975. London: Faber and Faber, 1979. Paperback issued without dust jacket. 6000 copies published on October 22, 1979, at
£1.95. On the copyright page it is stated “First published in Great Britain
in 1979.”
Contents: Same as A29 a.
c. First American edition, hardcover issue:
Selected Poems 1950–1975. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1979.
Hardcover issued with dust jacket, published on September 23, 1979, at
$10.95. Publisher prefers not to reveal the number of copies printed. On the
copyright page it is stated “First American printing, 1979.”
Contents: Same as A29 a.
Note: There was an unknown number of uncorrected advance proof copies
issued in green wrappers.
d. First American edition, paperback issue:
Selected Poems 1950–1975. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1979. Paperback, issued without a dust jacket. Published on April 20, 1981, at $5.95.
Publisher prefers not to reveal the number of copies printed. On the copyright page it is stated “First American printing, 1979.”
Contents: Same as A29 a.
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A30

a. First edition:

A Waking Dream

1980

A Waking Dream. Gravesend, Kent: Victoria Press, 1980. Broadside (postcard) 104 x 148 mm. 1000 copies (250 copies each printed on green, blue,
orange, and yellow card stock) published on May 2, 1980, at 10p per card.
Contents: A Waking Dream.
A31

a. First edition:

Talbot Road	

1981

Talbot Road. New York: Helikon Press, 1981. 400 copies published on August 9, 1981. 214 copies were stapled into wrappers, at $7.00; 186 copies were
hand-sewn into wrappers with Chiri end-papers, and signed by the author.
Of these 150 copies were priced at $20.00 and 36 were retained for the
friends of the poet, artist, and publisher.
Contents: Talbot Road.

Note: An unknown number of review copies was issued. The copy seen states
“This is number [in manuscript] A K Review Copy” on the colophon page.
A32

a. First edition:

The Menace

1982

The Menace. Illustrated by J.J. Hazard. South San Francisco, Calif.: Manroot, 1982. Sewn into wrappers. 276 copies published on February 18, 1982.
250 copies were numbered and signed by the author and the illustrator,
J.J. Hazard, at $15.00; 26 lettered copies were additionally initaled by the
printer, at $30.00.
Contents: The Menace.

Note: Issued with accompanying separate announcement reproducing
the colophon and ordering information printed on the same stock as the
wrappers.
A33

The Passages of Joy

a. First edition, hardcover issue:

1982

The Passages of Joy. London: Faber and Faber, 1982. Hardcover issued with
dust jacket. 1,750 copies published on June 28, 1982, at £4.00. On the copyright page it is stated “First published in 1982 by Faber and Faber Limited.”
Contents: Elegy—Adultery—Bally Power Play—New
York—The Conversation—Expression—Selves—A
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Waking Dream—Sweet Things—The Cat and the
Wind—Small Plane in Kansas—The Exercise—
Hide and Seek—As Expected—The Menace—Song
of a Camera—Waitress—Keats at Highgate—His
room in College—June—Another All Night Party—San Francisco Streets—The Miracle—The
Victim—Painkillers—Slow Waker—The Girls Next
Door—Donahue’s Sister—At an Intersection—A
Drive to Los Alamos—Transients and Residents—
Falstaff—Crystal—Crosswords—Interruption—
Talbot Road—Night Taxi—Acknowledgments.
b. First edition, paperback issue:

Passages of Joy. London: Faber and Faber, 1982. Paperback issued without
dustjacket. 4,000 copies published on June 28, 1982, at £3.00. On the copyright page it is stated “First published in 1982 by Faber and Faber Limited.”
Contents: Same as A33 a.

c. First American edition, hardcover issue:

Passages of Joy. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1982. Hardcover issued with dust jacket. Published on August 18, 1982, at $10.95. (Publisher
prefers not to reveal the number of copies printed.) On the copyright page
it is stated: “First American printing, 1982.”
Contents: Same as A33 a.

Note: There was an unknown number of uncorrected advance proof copies
issued in green wrappers.
d. First American edition, paperback issue:

Passages of Joy. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1982. Paperback issued without dust jacket. Published on September 30, 1983, at $8.95. (Publisher prefers not to reveal the number of copies printed.) On the copyright
page it is stated “First American printing, 1982.”
Contents: Same as A33 a.

Note: Errata slip inserted.
A34

a. First edition:

The Occasions of Poetry

1982

The Occasions of Poetry. London: Faber and Faber, 1982. Edited and with
an Introduction by Clive Wilmer. Hardcover issued with dust jacket. 2,500
copies published on June 28, 1982, at £6.95. On the copyright page it is
stated “This collection first published in 1982 by Faber and Faber Limited.”
Contents: Acknowledgements [By Clive Wilmer]—Introduction [By Clive
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Wilmer]—A new world: The poetry of William Carlos Williams—The
early Snyder: 1. Interpenetrating things; 2. Waking with wonder—Fulke
Greville—Hardy and the ballads—Ben Jonson—Homosexuality in Robert Duncan’s poetry—New lineaments [Rod Taylor]—Immersions [Dick
Davis]—A heroic enterprise [ James Merrill]—Writing a poem—My suburban muse—Cambridge in the fifties—My life up to now.

Note: An undisclosed number of copies of this book was distributed in the
United States on August 18, 1982, at $15.00. The only distinguishing feature
is a label pasted on the front flap of the dust jacket: “Farrar • Straus •
Giroux | ISBN 0-374-22418-8 $15.00.”

Note: There was an unknown number of uncorrected advance proof copies
issued in green wrappers.
b. First American edition, expanded:

The Occasions of Poetry: Essays in Criticism and Autobiography, An
Expanded Edition. San Francisco: North Point Press, 1985. Paperback,
issued without dust jacket. 2,900 copies published on November 15, 1985, at
$11.50. No statement of first edition.
Contents: Same as A34a. with two additional essays: What the slowworm
said [Eliot, Pound, Basil Bunting]—On a drying hill [Yvor Winters].
c. Second American edition, paperback issue:

The Occasions of Poetry: Essays in Criticism and Autobiography. Ann
Arbor, Mich.: The University of Michigan Press, 1999. Edited with an Introduction by Clive Wilmer. Paperback, issued without a dust jacket. 1,100
copies published on March 2, 1999, at $15.95.
Contents: Same as A34 a.
A35

a. First edition:

Well Dennis O’Grady

1984

Well Dennis O’Grady. Mill Valley, Calif.: Streetfare Journal, Winston
Network. Broadside (produced as a display for public transportation vehicles), 224 x 686 mm. Ca. 3,700 copies published in October 1984. None
was for sale. No statement of first edition.
Contents: Well Dennis O’Grady.
A36

a. First edition:

Sidewalks	

1984

Sidewalks. With a drawing by Bill Schuessler. New York: Albondocani
Press, 1984. Sewn into wrappers. 226 copies published on December 12, 1985.
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200 numbered copies were for sale at $35.00; 26 copies were for the use of
the author and publisher, and for sale at $70.00. All copies were signed by
the author and the illustrator.
Contents: Outside the Diner—Skateboard—Well Dennis O’Grady—The Best Secret—Bow Down—The
City—These Minute Designs.
Note: Issued with prospectus laid in.
A37

a. First edition:

The Hurtless Trees	

1986

The Hurtless Trees. Illustrated by Andrew Hudson. [New York]: [ Jordan
Davies], 1986. Sewn into wrappers. 159 copies published on September 25,
1986. 100 copies were on Mohawk Superfine paper with red Tarel paper
wrappers at $60.00; 28 copies were on Opale de Rives paper with blue and
beige wavy Suminagashi paper wrappers at $85.00; and 31 copies were on
Masa paper with red Tarel paper wrappers at $85.00 All copies were signed
by the author and illustrator.
Contents: The Hug—To a Friend in Time of Trouble—
Bone—An Invitation—The Differences—Lines for
my 55th Birthday—Philemon and Baucis—Meat—
Fennel—Venetian Blind.

Note: Illustrations made from etchings drawn by Andrew Hudson especially for this book.
Note: Printed by Elaine Juska and Jordan Davies.
A38

a. First edition:

Lament	

1987

Lament. Illustrated by Bill Schuessler. [Champaign Ill.]: Doe Press, 1985.
153 copies published on January 13, 1987. 125 were sewn into wrappers and
signed by the author and illustrator; 100 of these copies were for sale at
$17.50. 28 copies were bound in boards and signed by the author, illustrator
and the printer; 26 copies lettered and two unlettered. 23 lettered copies
were for sale at $75.00.
Contents : Lament.
A39

a. First edition:

Nightsweats	

1987

Night Sweats. Florence , Ky: Robert L. Barth, 1987. Stapled into wrappers,
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